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OFFICIAL GAME BALL



Molten’s unique basketball technology delivers new, enhanced performance for the elite
athlete. The new Molten X Technology Range features our revolutionary parallel pebble de-
sign to provide increased contact area with consistent feel to enhance ball handling.
The new colour contrast of the signature Giugiaro design makes for greater visibility for
both players and spectators.

Full-Flat Seam
By flattening the area around the ball’s seams
and minimizing the difference in height,
Molten’s full-flat seams provide consistent back-
spin for precise shooting and passing no matter
where you hold the ball.

Flat-Pebble Surface
The traditional, raised pebble surface of the
ball is modified into a flat-pebble finish, to
provide maximum grip and control by in-
creasing the contact area.

1. Surface
We choose the best surface materials suitable for
different basketball environments.

4. Bladder
Our basketballs hold
air pressure for a long
time by adopting a
high retention per-
formance butyl blad-
der.

3. Windings
We have found the optimal elasticity and
the best durability for our basketballs by
using nylon-polyester mixed windings.

Enhanced Visibility
Increased contrast between the ball’s feature
colours provides the ultimate experience in ball
visibility. Players can focus on every movement
of the ball. Additionally, the rotation of the ball
can be seen at greater distances, allowing both
spectators and players to see every detail of play.

FIBA Official 33 Game Ball.
Unique design for the urban game ‘Libertria’ coined from
Latin words ‘Liberta’ (freedom) and ‘Tria’ (three).

Made from a special rubber compound in order to
increase its durability, lifespan and grip. This gives
our deep channel basketballs more traction for su-
perior control and accuracy.

A NEW STANDARD OF CONSISTENCY

Consistent Touch
To improve consistency of touch, the shape
and placement of each pebble is modified
and aligned to create a uniform surface tex-
ture, revolutionizing the traditional pebble
pattern. This uniformity ensures consistent
contact no matter where the ball is held.

OFFICIAL GAME BALL
Molten is dedicated to providing top of
the line basketballs for FIBA, and the
global basketball community.
By combining innovative technology and
superior craftsmanship, Molten continues
to create products worthy of play by the
world’s most elite basketball stars.

Deep Channel Basketballs

Deep Channel

Back view Side view Design

Normal Channel

Unique Construction Technology

33 Basketballs

2. Rubber Cover
Is integrated, reinforcing
the windings and bladder
to more strongly hold the
internal structure.
BGLX and BGGX are
equipped with minute air
bubbles  in the rubber
cover layer, so the feeling
becomes softer.
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